
,,The Future Begins 
Today”

Second exchange of student

 in Popovac, Croatia

21.20.2019 – 25.10.2019



•

 The 1st day of visit
 -  greeting in House of Culture in Popovac
 - student’s performances, singing and folk dance
 - singing national anthems of Croatia, Poland, Italy, Spain and 
Catalonia It was realy nice gesture of the hosts towards to guests from 
Catalonia

 



Bread’s feast in school 
 (Blessing bread and degustation - it reminded us of Polish blessing food 

for Easter)



We are getting to know 
Popovac

-  visit in farm, we were amazed because of modern agricultural technology - 
each of us wanted to get inside such a machine 

- visiting Orthodox Church
- visiting Catholic Church



We are getting to know something about our 
colleagues from partner countries 

- during the integration we introduced and we were talking about what makes us happy or 
unhappy

- we were looking for things we had in common for example what we like doing or eating



Delicious dinner in Beri Monastir at the end of the day



 The 2nd day of visit

- we went on a trip to the Osijek; we saw a cathedral, main square and 
museum,
- we were also in Karadac and we ate there popular Croatian goulash 
and we were in open-air museum,  
- in Beri Monastyr we ate delicious ice cream)





The 3rd day of visit

- we planted a friendship tree;

-we took part in sport workshops : we were playing basketball, table tennis,
Badminton and dart)



- art workshops: we were making musical instruments of different things like 

carrot, caps etc.



- music workshops: we were playing on our instruments, dancing, we had great time 
with music  



- animation workshops: we created fairy-tale characters from „Lion and mouse” „Hare 
and turtle” and then we were making an animation



- we were preparing to record our movie 



The 4th day of visit 

- we were recording our movie and making posters about our hobbies like sport, 

music, dance, theatre, architecture



5th day of visit 
- we are sightseeing the capital of Croatia - Zagreb







Handing out certificates



It was a great time, many activities interesting for us, we saw a lot of interesting places, 
this is an amazing experience for us - we had the opportunity to be, act and play with 

colleagues from other countries; thank the Popovac school for hospitality and kindness; 
we would like to continue this kind of activities; 

we like the Erasmus + project a lot ☺ 


